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February 6, 2013 
 
0803- Chair Peterson called the Meeting to order at. Attendees introduced themselves. 
 
Agenda Item 3 California Fire Marshal Hoover welcomed the attendees to Sacramento 
on behalf of Governor Brown and the Office of the State Fire Marshal’s Office. 
 
Chairman Peterson welcomed Marshal Hoover to the Committee. 
 
Agenda Item 4 Chairman Peterson reviewed the agenda for the meeting. Fred Piechota 
asked that item 16, a request submitted to the Committee for an Opinion be withdrawn 
from the agenda. Request was approved. 
 
Agenda Item 5 The Minutes of the September 17, 2012 Conference Call were approved 
on a motion by Forsman, second by Piechota. 
 
Agenda Item 6 McGowan reviewed the new Committee Member Orientation program 
and Manual as well revised Membership Criteria and hardship status. He also updated 
the attendees on the new Standard’s development, review, comment, and approval 
process to include a demonstration of the online Terra View comment process. 
 
Agenda Item 7 The first draft of NFPA 1003 was next on the agenda. Marlatt reported 
that the 1001 Technical Committee had been balloted and that no action was required of 
the Correlation Committee at this time. Marlatt pointed out that this was the first instance 
of the TC reviewing all past Job Performance Requirements and tasks as requested by 
the Correlating Committee.  
 
The first draft of NFPA 1035 was reviewed. A major change to the document was the 
change of the term “juvenile” which had been used in previous editions to the term 
“youth” and that the impetus for this change had come from the court system. The draft 
eliminates level II and replaces it with a level of Youth Firesetter Intervention Specialist 
Program Manager. 



 
Peterson read comments from TC Chair Austin regarding the first draft of NFPA 1091.  
Austin reported that that TC had processed a number of comments and that a Task 
Group had been formed to consider terminology changes arising from international 
issues. He stated that the project was moving forward on schedule. 
 
The second draft of NFPA 1005 was reviewed  
 
The Committee discussed changes to the prerequisite levels, specifically that both 
Firefighter II and Interior and Exterior Industrial Fire Brigade Member should not be 
required but that one or the other was intended.The Committee discussed the placement 
of “simulator” in the body of Standard versus in the Annex as is found in other 
Standards.McGowan pointed out that the draft has combined levels I and II into a single 
level. 
 
Agenda Item 9 Peterson informed the members that APCO has filed 21 NITMAMs 
regarding the proposed document to be considered at the June Annual Meeting. A 
meeting will be held at the NFPA to consider/resolve possible ANSI conflict issues. 
 
Agenda Item 10 McGowan reviewed the objectives of the Pro Qual Summit and 
updated the members as to the status of documents impacted by that meeting. He 
reviewed all Pro Qual documents and their new revision schedule and he gave an 
overview of the new Standard development process. 
Of the 20 goals established from the Summit, 10 have been completed. He then 
discussed the next goals to be accomplished, i.e. Similar Topics across multiple 
Standards, Needs Assessment and Sunset Policy, and periodic review of Pro Qual 
related issues. 
 
The Committee was joined by TC Chair Krause and returned to Agenda Item 8, the 
second draft to NFPA Standard 1521.McGowan reviewed the current status of the 
document. Significant discussion ensued that looked at JPR’s, Requisite Knowledge and 
Requisite Skills. Piechota pointed out that JPR’s must be targeted at an individual’s 
qualification/credential to perform the tasks needed to accomplish the objective but that 
the JPR’s should not address organizational functions, the organization, or the authority 
needed to accomplish the task. Discussion was also held regarding prerequisites that 
may be needed such as Fire Officer (at various levels) and Fire Service Instructor. 
 
1700 - The Committee recessed 
 
February 7, 2013 
 
0800- The Committee re-convened the meeting on February 7. 
 
Discussion on the revised NFPA 1521 document was completed. 
 
Agenda Item 10 – Brief discussion on the Tentative Interim Amendment for NFPA 1001 
 
Agenda Item 11 b - Motion from Forsman, second from Galtieri to approve an unfunded 
research project to analyze similar topics across multiple standards. Motion carried. 
 



Agenda Item 11c – Motion from Forsman, second by Hankins to approve a 10-year 
needs assessment and sunset policy and add this material to the manual. Motion 
carried. 
 
Agenda Item 11 d – discussion regarding continual review of professional qualifications 
related issues 
 
Agenda Item 11 – discussion regarding the 2014 to 2016 goals 
 
Agenda Item 12 b – general discussion regarding document reorganization 
 
Agenda Item 12 c – Motion by Preston, second by Shelton to adopt the EMS Officer 
Task Group recommendation to the Standards Council that an EMS Officer Professional 
Qualifications document be written and assigned to a new technical committee in the Pro 
Qual Project. This document should use NFPA 1021 as a model. Motion carried 7 to 1. 
 
Agenda 13 – Correlating Committee work session on these agenda items that carried 
over to February 8, 2013. 
 
Agenda Item 16 a – withdrawn by the Pro Board 
 
Agenda Item 16 b – General discussion about a request to the research foundation for 
the need for a standard or exterior firefighting, frontier firefighting, or rural firefighting 
standard. 
 
Agenda Item 17 – There will be no face-to-face meeting on June 9, 2013. There will be a 
May 1, 1300 hours EDT Correlating Committee conference call. 
 
1700 – Adjourned for the day 
 
 
February 8, 2013 
 
0800 – Introduction of California guests at the meeting 
 
Continued discussion about the Standard Operating Procedure manual. 
Motion by Shelton, second by Forsman to approve the revisions to the SOP manual. 
Motion carried. 
 
1007 – Meeting adjourned 
 
Respectfully submitted by Preston and Piechota 

 
 


